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EGOROFF PROPERTIES AND THE

ORDER TOPOLOGY IN RIESZ SPACESt1)

BY

THERESA K. Y. CHOW DODDS

ABSTRACT. In this paper we prove that, for a Riesz space L, the order

closure of each subset of L coincides with its pseudo order closure if and

only if the order closure of each convex subset of L coincides with its pseudo

order closure; moreover, each of these statements is equivalent to the strong

Egoroff property.  For Archimedean Riesz spaces, similar results hold for the

relative uniform topology.

1. Introduction. The Egoroff property arises naturally in the study of Riesz

spaces and Boolean algebras, and it has been investigated by J. A. R. Holbrook

in [4] where the relation between the Egoroff property and the classical Egoroff

theorem (see [3]) is discussed in detail. In this paper we discuss the relation

between the Egoroff property and the order topology in both settings. In §2, we

show that in a Boolean algebra B the Egoroff property and the diagonal property

for order convergence are each equivalent to the statement that the order closure

of each subset of B coincides with its pseudo order closure (sequential order

closure). For Riesz spaces, a variant of the Egoroff property is introduced which

we call the strong Egoroff property. We show in §3 that the strong Egoroff prop-

erty in Riesz spaces is, in fact, equivalent to the diagonal property for order con-

vergence which has been discussed by many authors and goes back to L. Kantoro-

vitch (see Satz 24 of [5]); furthermore, a Riesz space L has the strong Egoroff

property if and only if the order closure of each convex subset of L coincides

with its pseudo order closure. For Archimedean Riesz spaces, similar results

relating to the relative uniform topology are obtained in §4. Here the role of the

strong Egoroff property is played by a strictly weaker property, which we call the

»•-property.

2. The Egoroff property and order convergence in Boolean algebras. In this

section B will always denote a nondegenerate Boolean algebra. The elements
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of B will be denoted by a, b, • ■ ■ ; the unit element by 1; the zero element by 0.

For arbitrary elements a, b £ B, a V b and a A b ate respectively the join and the

meet of a and b. For each a £ B, the complement of a is denoted by a . A se-

quence Wn: n - 1, 2, ... j in B is called increasing if a, < a2 < ... and will be

denoted by an\ „ or an\; the sequence is called decreasing if «i > "2 - ' ' ' ant^

will be denoted by a„i„ or a„\- If «nî   and a e B is such that a = V„a„, then

we write an T a; a„ia IS defined similarly. We write a„¡íl¡can \ a it the sequence

jßn: n = 1, 2, ••• i satisfies an\ a and, for each n, the sequence ja . : k = 1, 2, • • •}

satisfies "„¿Í/j0,,; anKlÄß„la 1S defined similarly.

Definition 2.1.  An element a of a Boolean algebra B is said to have the

Egoroff property if, given any double sequence \a ,: n, k = 1, 2, • • • ¡, with a A.a

for each n, there exists a sequence {b   : m = 1, 2, ... | in B such that è   T fit and

for every pair of indices 222, n there is an index kAm, n) such that b    < a    ,,       ,.
*    * 772   —      71,  fex772, «1

A Boolean algebra is said to have the Egoroff property if every one of its elements

has the Egoroff property.

It follows that a Boolean algebra B has the Egoroff property if and only if

its unit element 1 has the Egoroff property, since it is easy to show that, if an

element a in B has that property and c <a, then c has it also (if c„l] lc, con-

sider a , = c, V (a A c')).
72ft 72ft

The Egoroff property of Boolean algebras was first introduced by W. A. J. Lux-

emburg (see [9]).

Lemma 2.2. If B is a Boolean algebra, then the following two statements are

equivalent.

(1) B has the Egoroff property.

(2) // anklanÏ0 in B, then there exist bml0 such that for every m, bm >

a 7_*  tz_i for some indices 22(222) and kAm).
72x722 }, «x722 2   '

Proof. (1)=> (2)   By complementation, the Egoroff property of 1 ensures that,

if cn¿| ^0, then there exists a sequence cm i0 such that cm > cn ¿,m n) for all

m, n. Let c.=«.Aa:c.l.a   As    =0so that there are c     as above. Now
n«        72/e n      nk. - k  n n m

K = am V Cm i°  <** hm > "m V cmk> WheK k = k(m' m)'  ThuS *» * Äm V (fl«A A

a') = (a   V «  ,) A 1 = b
772 722 772« 772«

(2) =»(1) We must show that 1 has the Egoroff property. Suppose that c„£Îfcl-

We may assume that cnf¡[    (since we can always replace cnk by clk A ... A c ¡).

If there is no sequence c   f 1 such that cn / 1 for all n, we are done; otherwise,

let icj be such a sequence. Let ank = c'n V c^. Clearly ank | kc'n  V l' = cn',

and setting *n = cn'  we have «„^«„lO. Let 6ml0 be such that *m > %{m)Mmy

Certainly 72(222) —► 00, since otherwise we would have some p such that, for infin-

itely many 272, 22(222) = p and bm>cp ¿ 0. Finally, let dm = bm. Then dm Î 1 and,
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for given 222, n, we can find m  > m such that 22(222 ) > n: it follows that d    <di
0 — — m —   m

-an(m'),k(m') = Cn(m') ^ Cn(m '), k(m ') - Cn,k(m'Y

We denote the symmetric difference of two elements a and i of a Boolean

algebra B by a A b, i.e. a A b = ia A b') V ia' A /¿). We shall use below the rela-

tion a A c < ia A &) V (è A c).

Definition 2.3. We say that a sequence \a  j in B is order convergent to an

element a of B (notation: zz   —» a) whenever there exist b„ I 0 such that 6   >
n n * n —

a   A a. Note that, if a   ] a 01 a   [a, then a   —* a. Given a subset A of B, the

derived set A   = \a: a   —► a for some sequence \a ) C A\ is called the pseudo

order closure of A.  Clearly, A   3 A.

Theorem 2.4.  // B  ¿s zz Boolean algebra, then the following statements are

equivalent.

(1) B has the Egoroff property.

(2) For every a £ B, if a^k —* an—* a, then there is a sequence \k(n)\ of

indices such that a    ,.  . —►   a.  iThis is called the diagonal property for order

convergence in B.)

(3) (A')' = A' for every subset A  of B.

Proof. (1) =» (2) Let a £ B and a  , —» an —♦ a. We have cn j. 0 such that

a   A a< c , and c .1.0 such that a  , A a   < c ,. By complementation, the
n —    n1 nk+K nk n —    nk       J * '

Egoroff property for 1 implies that, for some b   [ 0, bn > cn fe,  >. Hence an k. ,Aa

<(a    ,. ,Aa )\J(a àa)<b   Vc   10.
-     n, *(n)       n',vf!        ' -    n  *     r!^

(2) --=» (3) Certainly (A')' DA'. On the other hand, if a £ (A1)', then for appro-

priate ank £ A, ank -+k an — a.  By (2), «n k(n) -+n a, so that a £ A'.

(3) =» (1) Suppose that z2ßjfe^ an [ 0. Then 0 e (A ')', where A = {zznfe: n, k =

1, 2, • • • 1. Hence 0 £ A    i.e. zz  ,   ,  ,,   , —>    0 for certain choices of n(m), kirn).
7 221.722 j, K,\m )       m

Hence, for some bm \0,bm> *„(m)> fe(m)A 0 = «„,„,), fc(m), and (1) follows by

Lemma 2.2.

Definition 2.5. It is easy to see that the sets C C B such that C  = C satisfy

the axioms for the closed sets of a topology on B. This we call the order topology

fot the Boolean algebra B. The orzier closure of a set A C B is the closure of A

with respect to the order topology, and we denote it by A.

Clearly, A C A' C (A')' C . • • C A, and A ' = A~ if and only if A' is closed, i.e.

(A ) = A . The following result is therefore a direct consequence of Theorem 2.4.

Theorem 2.6. A Boolean algebra B has the Egoroff property if and only if the

order closure of each subset of B coincides with its pseudo order closure.

3. Egoroff properties and order convergence in Riesz spaces. A Riesz space

(a linear vector lattice) is a real linear vector space with a compatible lattice

structure. In the following L will always denote a Riesz space and f, g, • • •, u,
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v, ■ ■ ■ its elements.  For every element / in L, we write /   = / V 0, /" = (- /)V0

and |/ | = / V (- /)• The subset L+ = {/ e L: / > 0¡ is called the positive cone of

L and its elements u, v, • • • positive elements.  For the general properties of

Riesz spaces, we refer the reader to [10].

Definition 3.1. An element / of a Riesz space L is said to have the Egoroff

property if, given any double sequence \unk: n, k = I, 2, •.. }, with 0 < unk]k \f\

for each 22, there exists a sequence \v   : m = 1, 2, • • • 1 such that 0 < v    }\f\ and

for every pair of indices 222, n, there is an index ¿(222, 22) such that v_ < u    ,,      >.
'    *■ 772   —      72, K\m,  722

A Riesz space is said to have the Egoroff property if every one of its elements

has the Egoroff property. It is equivalent to require that every positive element of

the space has the Egoroff property.

There is a close relation between the Egoroff property in Riesz spaces and

the Egoroff property in Boolean algebras. Indeed, a Dedekind cr-complete Riesz

space L has the Egoroff property if and only if every principal projection band in

the Boolean algebra of all projection bands of L has the Egoroff property (Theorem

74.5 of [10]).

In a Riesz space, there is not in general a replacement for the unit element 1

in a Boolean algebra. Hence, in studying the order topology of a Riesz space, it

is natural to introduce the following strong Egoroff property.

Definition 3.2. A Riesz space L is said to have the strong Egoroff property

if, whenever u , |, 0 for all 22, there exist v j 0 such that, for every 222, 22, vm >

zz    , ,       x for some index kAm, n).
n, k\m, 72 )

It follows easily that a Riesz space possessing the strong Egoroff property

has also the Egoroff property. The converse is not necessarily true. For an ex-

ample, the Riesz space of all real bounded sequences with the pointwise ordering

has the Egoroff property but not the strong Egoroff property. However, the two

properties are equivalent if the Riesz space has the dominating property as defined

below.

Definition 3.3. A Riesz space L is said to have the dominating property, if,

whenever u , L 0 for every n, there exists an element w e L    such that, for every

n, u    ,,  x < w for some kAn).
72, «1722  —

Theorem 3.4. // L is a Riesz space, then L has the strong Egoroff property

if and only if L has both the Egoroff property and the dominating property.

The proof is straightforward and will be omitted.

A Riesz space L is called Archimedean if, for every a e L , the sequence

\n~lu: n = 1, 2, • • • ! satisfies n~ u\0.

Theorem 3.5. If L is an Archimedean Riesz space, then L has the strong

Egoroff property if and only if L has the dominating property.
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Proof. One implication of the theorem holds always. On the other hand,

assume L is Archimedean and has the dominating property. Let u  . L 0 for every

22. We may assume that zz  , J    as we can always replace u  .  by ux, V • • • V u  ,.

Then nunk [k 0 and so by the dominating property there is w € L    such that

nun k^ < w for some k(n). Let vn = n~ w, then vn [ 0 since L is Archimedean

and un ^ . < vn tot all n. Given indices 222 and n, let / = max (222, 22); then vm >

"/ - ul k(l) - un k(lY Hence 1- has the strong Egoroff property.

Lemma 3.6. The following statements are equivalent.

(1) L has the strong Egoroff property.

(2) If unk I un \ 0 in L, then there exist vm\0 such that for every m, vm >

"22(222) k(m) for some index 27(222), k(m).

Proof. (1) —» (2) Let unk [ un [ 0. Then w k = unk - un [k 0 for every «; so

that there exist w    I 0 such that 10    > m>„  .,     _\ for all 722, n. Now «    = wm +
m * m —     n, k\.m, n) mm

um satisfies t>    I 0 and 12    > zi     ,,     „».
m m * m —    m, kvm, m)

(2) =»(1) Let "nk[k0 fot every n. We may assume that unk\n as we can

always replace unk by uXk V • • • V unk. If there is no sequence un [ 0 such

that un ■/ 0 tot all n, we are done; otherwise, let |zz;n! be such a sequence. Now

Unk + "»2 U "» 1 °' SO that bV   (2)  there «e   Vm Ï °  SUch that   "r» ^ "«(222), Jk(m) +

u ,   s. Certainly 22(222) —► 00, since otherwise we would have some ô such that, for
n\m) ' r

infinitely many 222, 22(222) = p and v    >u./0. For given 222, n, we can then find

222' > 222 such that «(222') > n; it follows that vm > vm. > «n(m')f fe(m') > "„, k(m'y

Definition 3.7. A sequence ¡/ ! of elements of a Riesz space L is said to

converge in order to an element f £ L if there exist un \ 0 such that \f„ - f\ <u„

holds for all 72. This will be denoted by /   —»n /. It follows that the limit of an

order convergent sequence is unique; moreover, /   ] f or /   [ f implies fn —* f.

Given a subset S of L, the derived set S   = {/ e L: f   —* f for some sequence

}/ ¡ C S\ is called the pseudo order closure of S. It is clear that S O S.

Definition 3.8. A Riesz space L is said to have the diagonal property for

order convergence if, for every f e L, fnk —>k fn—*f implies that /B> kM —*n f

for some k(n).

Theorem 3.9. // L is a Riesz space, then the following statements are equiv-

alent.

(1) L has the strong Egoroff property.

(2) L has the diagonal property for order convergence.

(3) (S )  = S   ¡or every subset S of L.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.4.
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Definition 3.10. The subsets S of a Riesz space L such that S  =S satisfy

the axioms for the closed sets of a topology on L. This we call the order topology

for L.  The order closure of a set S C L is the closure of S with respect to the

order topology, and we denote it by S.

Clearly, SCS  C(S)  C • • • C S, and S   = S   if and only if S   is closed, i.e.,

AS )  = S . Rephrasing part of Theorem 3.9, we have the following.

Theorem 3.11.  The following statements are equivalent.

(1) L has the strong Egoroff property.

(2) The order closure of each subset of L  coincides with its pseudo order

closure.

We next discuss the interesting fact that the strong Egoroff property is char-

acterized by the behaviour of the order topology on convex subsets of L.  For a

subset S of a Riesz space L, we shall denote by  (S) the convex hull of S, i.e.,

is) is the set of all f e L of the form f =1p  , a f    with a,, ... , a    real and' 72 = 17272 1 P

nonnegative and satisfying 1p_la   = 1, and with /j, • • ■ , f0 members of S.

Lemma 3.12.  The following statements are equivalent.

(1) L has the strong Egoroff property.

(2) If u  , Lb   j 0 Z22 L, then there exist v    \ 0 such that, for every m,

v    >w     for some element w_  in i\u  A).
772    —       772    ' m 72«   '

Proof. It is clear that (1) implies (2).

(2)=»(1) Let u  t L0 for every 22. We may assume that unk ]n and there

exists a sequence u   j 0 such that un ¿ 0 for all 22. We then have unk V un \ un [ 0;

and hence by (2) there exists a sequence  12* j 0 such that, for every 222, 12* > wm

tot some element w     in (\u  ,  V u\).
772 72« 72

For a fixed   722,  w     e(\u  , V a  l)means that we can write   w     =
Tit Ti K Tl TFl

1    ,am. Au  . V u ) where am,   (n, k = 1, 2, • • • ) are nonnegative real numbers,
fl t K      tl K,        YlRi Tl TIK

zero except for finitely many 22 and k, and such that 1n k&™k = 1. For every

fixed pair of m and 22, write him, n) = maxi/e: amk / 0¡ and a™ = 1ka™k; then,

for a fixed 222,  a™ > 0 for all n with a.™ = 0 except for finitely many n and

1 am = 1. Furthermore, we have
72     72 '

v* > w    >   y amiu    ,.       ,Vu ).
722-     m -   *—>     n     n,b(m,n)     n'

n

We will show that the sequence \vm = 2t2* : 222 = 1, 2, • • • i satisfies vm ] 0

and forgiven pair M  and N of indices, there exists an index /e(M, N) such that

VM- uN.k(M.N)-

Obviously, t2m j 0. Given M and zV. Let y = sup \1n sN o.™: m>M\. We prove

that y = 1. It is clear that 0 < y < 1. Moreover, for every 222 > M, we have
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v* >   T am(u    ,,       A/u)>  zZ   oJ"u
m —   t-é     n     n,h(m, n)<      n' -   *—•      n   n

n n<N

> ( z *nm W - (z «: - r «: W > u-**;
\«<iV        / \ n nzN        /

but inf |tz* : m > M\ = 0 and uN / 0 as we have chosen it so, therefore y = 1.

Hence, there exists a positive integer p > M such that ^n>/ua'> > ^. a"d so

2v* > 2v* > 2 T a*(u    ,,„    .Vu ) > 2 £  a*u    t/      ,•
M-       p-      ¿-      nK  n, h(p, n)      n'-       *->       ri   n, M/>, n)*

n n£zV

if we let ¿(zVf, zV) = maxiMp, 22): a* 2^ 0} and recall that «nfc|n, we thus obtain

2t,M>2(Z   a„ )uN,kW,N)^ UN, k(M, N)'
\n2fV       /

i.e. vMZuN,kW,N) as required.

Corollary 3.13.  The following statements are equivalent.

(1) L has the strong Egoroff property.

(2) For every element f £ L, fnk —► /   —► / implies the existence of a sequence

kj i" (Vnk\) such that gm-+f.

An immediate result from the above results is

Theorem 3.14.  The following statements are equivalent.

(1) L has the strong Egoroff property.

(2) The order closure of each convex subset of L coincides with its pseudo

order closure.

A subset S of a Riesz space L is called order bounded if there exists an

element u £ L    such that  \f | < zz for all f £ S.  In a way, the Egoroff property is

the strong Egoroff property restricted to order bounded subsets. This can be

clarified by the following theorem. The proof of it is similar to that of the cor-

responding results relating to the strong Egoroff property.

Theorem 3.15.  The following statements are equivalent.

(1) L has the Egoroff property.

(2) If u>u k\.ku   i 0 in L, then there exist vm \ 0 such that for every m,

v   > u i   i ,,   ., for some indices n(m) and kim).
m —    22tm2, k\m ) '

(3) If f k —». /   —» / in L and the set \fnk\ is order bounded, then

f i   \ Li   \—*    f for some indices  n(m) and kim).
' n\771 J, «1772 )        m   '    '

(4) The order closure of each order bounded subset of L coincides with its

pseudo order closure.

(5) The order closure of each order bounded convex subset of L coincides

with its pseudo order closure.
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The Egoroff property is similar to the notion of total continuity introduced by

Nakano [13]. Due to its relation to the classical Egoroff theorem (see Theorems

3.1 and 3.2 of [A]), we take the present definition and terminology as in Luxem-

burg and Zaanen [7, Definition 20.5, Note Vl]. In [5], Kantorovitch introduced

the notion of regularity in Riesz spaces, which implies the strong Egoroff property.

The diagonal property for order convergence can also be found in [5], [10], [14],

[15], [16], [18]. It seems that Nakano was the first to isolate the dominating prop-

erty, which he called regular completeness ([12] and [13]).

4. Relative uniform convergence in Riesz spaces.

Definition 4.1. A sequence i/n! of elements of a Riesz space L is said to

converge r.u. (relatively uniformly) to an element / e L if there exists an element

12 e L    and a real sequence an 1 0 such that \f  - f | < a-nv for all n. This will

be denoted by fn SL*n f.

The limit of a r.u. convergent sequence is not necessarily unique. It can be

proved that the limit of any r.u. convergent sequence in a Riesz space L is

unique if and only if L is Archimedean.

Definition 4.2.  For any subset  S  of a Riesz space   L, the set  Sfu =

\f e L: f   m~* f tot some sequence i/ni C S\ is called the pseudo r.u. closure of S.

Definition 4.3. The subsets S of a Riesz space L such that Sfu = S satisfy

the axioms for the closed sets of a topology on L. This we call the r.u. topology

fot L. The r.u. closure of a set S C L is the closure of S with respect to the

r.u. topology and will be denoted by 5 m.

Definition 4.4.  A Riesz space L is said to have the a-property if, for any

sequence \u  i in L  , there exists an element u £ L    and a sequence \o-n\ of

real numbers such that u   < a u lot all n.
n —     72

Lemma 4.5. // L is an Archimedean Riesz space, then the following state-

ments are equivalent.

(1) L has the a-property.

(2) For every f e L. /^ -OU /„ -SU / implies that fn> kM «♦„ / for some

kin).

(3) For every f e L, f k -2L» fn -2L» / implies the existence of a sequence

\gj in i\fnk\) such that gm2Uf.

Proof. (1) - (2) Let f„k 2Ufc /„ *U /. Then \fnk - fj < o,^ and

|/   - f\ < a u tot some sequence \un\ C L    and some element u e L  , and for

some real number sequences  anki¡c ° and an { 0. By (1), there is an element

w e L    and a sequence \ß  } of real numbers such that un < ßnw for all ». Since

a , ß   L 0 for every n, by the strong Egoroff property of the real numbers, there
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is a sequence yn J 0 auch that a,n k(„)ß„ < y„ for some k(n). Now we have

I/». k(n) ~f\< \fn, kin) ~ f„\ + \f„ ~'f\ < %, *(„)«„ + <V

$ an. k(n)ßnW + tt«" < y«» + ttn" < ^n + a„XM'VB)

and y„ + an ¡0, hence fn.k{n)^„f.

It is clear that (2) =» (3).

(3) =»(1) Let i«nI be an arbitrary sequence in L . We shall show that there

is an element w € L    and a real sequence \y | such that a   < y w for all ».

There is no loss in generality to assume that u  f   .

Let a be a nonzero element of L . We set

w , = k~ u   + n~ u     for «, & = 1, 2, • • • ,
n/e w .7,»

zzzn = 72_1a for n = 1, 2, ... .

Then wnk -2L»fc izzn -2L» 0. Hence, by (3), there is a sequence {i2mJ in i\^nk\)

such that t2    -2U 0.
771

For each fixed 222, since vm is a member of (Íw„l1)» it is a finite linear com-

bination of elements from h"nk'- n, k- 1,2, ••• ¡with nonnegative coefficients the sum

of which equals one. Hence, denoting by a™ the sum of the coefficients belonging to

the same 72, we have am > 0 for all 72, a™ = 0 except for finitely many n, 2>na™ = 1 and

f    >   Z   a'"u'
722   —     *^ 71       7», fe (t7I, 7»)

for an appropriate k(m, n). It follows from v    Í2-» 0 that there is an element

w £ L    and a real sequence ß    I 0 such that v    < ß  w fot all 222. Then ßjw >
* '    m   * 771   — "    771 ^ 721        —

^ a|"w    if- _i holds for all 722.
72     72      72, k\m, 71J

Denote by 0 the set of all natural numbers 72 such that a™ ^ 0 for some 222.

It is clear that 0 is nonempty. We prove that 0 has infinitely many elements.

Suppose 0 ¡s finite and let p be the largest number in Û-. Then, for every m, we

have

ß  w>   Y   amw    ..      , >  T, amn-1u> Y, a">p~1u = p~lu;
"m     —   *-^       n    n, 2t(77i, 71) —   *^     n —  '-*     nr r

72 71 72

on the other hand ßmw \ 0 since L is Archimedean, and so p~ a < 0 which con-

tradicts that u > 0.

It remains to show that for a given natural number N, there is some teal num-

ber yN such that uN < y^tn. Let N be given. By the above argument that 0 is

an infinite set, there is a natural number «0 = n0(N) in 0 such that n0 > N; so

a™    4- 0 for some index 222n = mÁN). We then have
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ßm0»>     Z    %V  «(77,0.72) >    Z    <0-^0,n))-\
72 72

Set yN = /3      • (a     )"   . «(ttzq, n0) and recall that a„îB, we thus have y^w >

Kjy. This completes the proof.

A Riesz space L is said to have the diagonal propetry for r.u. convergence

if L satisfies condition (2) of Lemma 4.5. By this lemma, we have

Theorem 4.6.  // L is an Archimedean Riesz space, then the following state-

ments are equivalent.

(1) L has the a-property.

(2) L has the diagonal property for r.u.  convergence.

(3) The r.u. closure of each subset of L coincides with its pseudo r.u. clo-

sure.

(4) The r.u. closure of each convex subset of L coincides with its pseudo

r.u. closure.

In conclusion, we point out several facts whose proofs can be found in [10]

concerning the strong Egoroff property and the a-property. An Archimedean Riesz

space which has the strong Egoroff property also has the tr-property. The converse

does not always hold (see Exercise 16.18 of [10]). We say that a mode of con-

vergence of sequences is stable if for an arbitrary sequence {/I which converges

to 0 there exists a real sequence a.   \ oo such that the sequence \anf„\ also con-

verges to 0. R.u. convergence in a Riesz space is stable. Order convergence in

a Riesz space is not necessarily stable. If a Riesz space L has the strong Egor-

off property, then order convergence in L is stable. For an Archimedean Riesz

space L, L has the strong Egoroff property if and only if L has the tr-property

and order convergence in L is stable.
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